Abstract-Aspect oriented programming is a new programming paradigm. AOP is based on object oriented programming. Most of the researchers target this new paradigm towards the programming not for testing. Testing of aspect oriented programs is an emerging field of research as a very few research work is going on currently on ASP.
INTRODUCTION
In software development life cycle, testing is important part. The IEEE definition of testing is "the process of exercising or evaluating a system or system component by manual or automated means to verify that it satisfies specified requirements or to identify differences between expected and actual results." The quality of any software product is checked through the testing. More than half of budget of a software project spend on testing even though, it is not guaranteeing the correctness of software. There has been a high level of interest to automate the testing process in software development. To assuring the quality of aspect oriented projects, testing is the only process.
The process of automated software testing requires an approach to select the test case. The main aim of testing is to cover the programming features. Code coverage is used to measure the extent of software code to be tested. Structural testing involves branch and path coverage testing, which is based on measuring the software code. Branch coverage is widely used testing techniques and it is the basis of several industry standards because it is not an extremely strict coverage criterion [6, 13] . These standards are used Shailendra Mishra is working as Professor and Head of Department of Computer science and Engineering at kec dwarahat uttarakhand without any concern for the programming paradigm adopted. Manual test data generation for achieving code coverage is expensive, error prone. Branch coverage is the most widely used technique, so it gains a lot of attention from the testing researchers [14, 28] . Evolutionary testing technique has been very effective at automated test data generation for branch coverage [19, 28] .
Automated test data generation is easier for object oriented programs than aspect oriented programs. In this paper we investigate two testing techniques i.e. evolutionary testing and random testing, for aspect oriented programs. These two testing techniques are not new for object oriented, but there is less empirical study available for aspect oriented programs. There has been much interest in advanced automated test data generation techniques for procedural or object oriented programs but none of these techniques has been applied to the AOP paradigm. Because we don't have sufficient previous data about this, so we are unable to measure that how well these techniques can be applied to AOP.
In this paper we give an empirical study for automated test data generation for evolutionary testing. This paper provides a framework for automated testing of aspect oriented programs. Here we also presents a software tool that will help to automate the process of testing aspect oriented software and identify the ways to reducing the effort and increasing the effectiveness of testing. Here we also give the empirical result to show the reduction of test inputs for evolutionary testing of aspect oriented programs. With the help of reduction test input data, we will show the effectiveness of evolutionary testing on AOP. This paper also gives the comparison study of evolutionary and random testing on the basis of automatic generated test data. Reduction of test input is done through the removing of irrelevant branch parameters. Slicing removes any part of the program that cannot influence the semantics of interest in any way. Our empirical study uses only AspectJ language programs.
II. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RANDOM TESTING AND EVOLUTIONARY TESTING
Random testing is searching based software testing technique in which test data has been chosen randomly. Random testing helps to cover many structural targets as, usually many sufficient input data sets exist which can be selected to execute those structures in code [10, 14, 21] . Evolutionary testing is also a search based software testing approach based on the theory of evolution. Theoretically it was proven that evolutionary testing achieves better performance. In this paper, we will prove this theoretical ., Mayank Singh, Jugnesh Kumar, and Shailendra Mishra concept with empirical study using AspectJ programs.
III. APPROACH
In this paper, we present a framework for automated generation of test data for aspect oriented programs. This framework is based on existing framework for object oriented programs. The main objective of this framework is to generate test data to achieve aspectual branch coverage and calculate total effort. On the basis of this framework, we implement a testing tool which integrates both random testing and evolutionary testing. We use AspectJ programs to implement this framework. The generated test data is only unit tests for the base code with respect to gcaspect code. This generated unit test data can also be used for integration testing. Here our main concern only the aspectual branches instead of all the branches.
In this framework, we first have AspectJ code which will be converted into plain java code. Then we use slicing to identify the aspectual branches only. These aspectual branches are our main aim to test in evolutionary and random testing of AOP. Aspectual branch includes predicates and the methods in aspects. After finding the relevant aspectual branches now we have to identify the relevant parameters of the methods of the base classes. Because in the branch all the parameters are not relevant to test, so the irrelevant parameters are identified and removed from the base class. With the help of this step, we reduce the data for testing. Now the actual evolutionary testing is performed on the relevant parameters of aspectual branches and generates the test data. On the basis of generated test data, the coverage of aspectual branches is calculated and measures the effort required to generate this. To convert code from AspectJ to Java code, AspectJ Compiler 1.0.6 has been used. To identify aspectual branches we use an aspect branch coverage measuring tool "AspectMeasure" which is developed in Java. This framework has been implemented with a software tool which can test Java programs using random and evolutionary testing techniques. To test each branch we use JUnit based test suit, which generate at least one test case for each identifies branch. Finally we measure the coverage of aspectual branches. The effort calculations for the testing process are output based on the testing techniques used.
For evolutionary testing, effort is calculated by in terms of runtime and number of evaluations. For random testing it is calculated using number of generations for random testing. As the effort for evolutionary and random testing is calculated using the same way, the results are directly comparable.
A. Input domain reduction framework for evolutionary testing
The input domain reduction techniques [17, 18] was introduced for constraint based testing. It typically involves simplifying constraints using various techniques and generating random inputs for the variable with the smallest domain. The process is repeated until the target structural entry such as a branch has been parameters. This framework has been implemented as an extension to the framework proposed above. This design uses evolutionary testing technique to test aspectual branches where test data is reduced through the reduction of irrelevant parameters. These reduced test inputs are used to test the target method containing the branch. With the help of slicing the irrelevant parameters has been identified for each aspectual branch. The occurrence of each parameter is checked within the slice to determine its relevancy. If a parameter name or its type does not appear within the slice, then it is considered as an irrelevant parameter. After slicing and finding the relevant parameters for test, a new java code is produced for each branch where reduced input test data is possible. Then we generate tests for that branch and the resulting aspectual coverage and effort in terms of number of fitness evolutions is recorded. Original program is tested, the effort and coverage is measures. Then slicing data is tested and measured to compare this data with the original measured data. This result will tell us that how much reduction is possible in effort and improvement in coverage of branches. reduced version of a program by placing its attention on selected area of semantics. The process removes any part of the program that cannot influence the semantics of interest in any way. Program slicing can be applied to the field of software testing, measurement, debugging or used to better understanding the internal working of a program [12, 13] . The reduced version of the program is called slice and the semantics of interest is known as slice criterion. Based on the slice criterion, it is possible to produce backward or forward slices. Backward slice consists of the set of statements that can influence the slice criterion based on data or control flow. Forward slice contains the set of statement that are control or data dependent on the slice criterion, which includes any statement that can be affected by the slice criterion. In this paper we use backward slices of Java programs [12, 13] .
V. EVOLUTIONARY TESTING
Evolutionary testing is a popular testing technique which is based on theory of evolution. Every generation produced by applying genetic operators to individually which imitate the mating and transformation of natural generics. As the generations increase, the population contains more individuals with high evolution function. The procedure stops when an adequate amount of fitness is has been achieved or the maximum number of generations have been reached. This method of testing has been found to achieve better performance than random testing since it concentrates the search towards finding test data with high fitness values. [33] . Typically approximation level and local distances are used in combination for fitness calculation of individual test data. For branch coverage, a fitness value closer to 0 is desired as a fitness value of "0" means that the branch has been covered. [33] Example: Fitness calculation for branch coverageSuppose, X = 10 and Y = 5. Target Predicate: if (X=Y) Local Distance = |X-Y| = 5 Approximation Level = 2 (Suppose) Fitness = Local Distance + Approximation Level = 5+2 = 7.
VI. IMPLEMENTATION
Firstly Aspectj program under test is compiling using the AspectJ compiler component. To compile the AspectJ files we use ajc compiler. Then the AspectJ code is converted into equivalent Java code using the code convertor component. The resultant Java code is compiled using Java compiler component. The branch identifier component is used to find aspectual branches from the Java code. Based on user preference, the program then forward the identified branches either to test goal generator for random or evolutionary testing or to code slicer for evolutionary testing of aspectual branches with input domain reduction.
If the former route is choosing, then all aspectual branches are sending to the test goal generator for testing. If the later route is chosen, backward slicing is preformed using the code slicer component. On each aspectual branch and the resulting slices and previously identified branches are passed on to the code parser component. The code parser component identifies the branches where input domain reduction by removing irrelevant parameters is possible. A new version of code for each of these identified branches is generated using the code transformer component and the branches are then forwarded to test goal generator for testing transformed versions of the code with reduced parameters.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In the empirical study we use a suite of 10 programs written in AspectJ to apply the proposed approach. The following table gives the details of these programs that showing the program name, the line of code of the complete program, the base classes used to drive the aspects under test together with the aspects, the number of aspectual branches which include both branches from predicates in aspects and methods in aspects and the number of aspectual branches from predicates in aspects. Only the aspectual branches from predicates are used to conduct domain reduction in the empirical studies. In the evolution of aspectra, xie and zhao were used these programs [43] . These programs also include one aspect oriented design pattern implementation by hannemann and Kiczales [16] . These AspectJ programs are the benchmarks which include exception handling, updating and filtering. In the empirical study we compare random testing with evolutionary testing for aspect oriented programs. To get the correct data, we had 20 trials. Each trail is applied on both random and evolutionary testing techniques.
VIII. EMPIRICAL STUDY
The main goal of this empirical study is to find the effectiveness of evolutionary testing technique with comparison to random testing of aspect oriented programs. Till date, random testing has been heavily used to test aspects but for evolutionary testing we don't have any test data.
A. Metrics & Measures
Test adequacy criterions are used to measure how much of the program has been testing. Aspectual branch coverage is considered as the test adequacy criterion in this study as it is the industry standard for test measurement. The effort for testing is measured using different metrics for evolutionary and random testing. In evolutionary testing, the number of fitness evaluations required to cover a branch is considered as standard measurement for effort. However, random testing uses the number of generation as the measurement for effort. In this comparison, the number of fitness evaluations for evolutionary testing and the number of generations for random testing are directly comparable. The upper bound set for number of evaluations for evolutionary testing and the number of generations for random testing has been set to 10,000.
The 10 subjects introduced previously have been used to conduct experiment in the study. The experiments involves testing aspect oriented programs using evolutionary testing techniques to compare and analyze their result in terms of effort taken for testing and code coverage. The table 2 presents the list of programs and their classes that was possible to be tested. The table also states the number of aspectual branches used as targets for testing. The aspectual branches include branches of all predicates, as well as pointcut branches which translate to covering AOP related methods after weaving.
In The result presented in the above table indicates that a total of 19 classes were possible to be tested from all 10 programs. It is worth monitoring that tool cannot instrument all classes that relate to abstract classes, interfaces or contain static global variables of primitive types. The total number of aspectual branches tested is 251. All branches have been considered in this study regardless of whether they were covered during the test or not.
Here we represent a graph that shows the result of effort comparison between evolutionary and random testing. The x-axis in the graph represents all classes that have been testing and y-axis presents the percentage reduction in effort achieved by evolutionary testing in comparison to random testing. The results in the graph indicate that 2 out of 19 classes has an increase in effort in evolutionary testing, 5 out of 19 classes took the same effort and remaining 12 branches had reduction in effort when compared to random testing.
Further investigation revealed the fact that the classes which had increase in effort for testing consisted of trivial branches. Theoretically, evolutionary testing should take less effort for covering branches when compared to random testing, but in the case of these two classes that was not the case. A thorough investigation revealed that evolutionary testing took more average effort due to random spikes in the number of evolutions. This is possible evolutionary algorithms have random test data generation mechanism at the heart of it.
The blow graph presents the improvement in coverage after using evolutionary and random testing technique on the 10 programs under test. The x-axis represents each program and the y-axis represents the improvement in branch coverage as a result of using evolutionary testing. The improvement in coverage is calculated using the following formulaCoverage Improvement = Evolutionary Testing CoverageRandom Testing Coverage From the graph it is observed that 4 out of 10 programs achieved the same branch coverage with evolutionary and random testing. The remaining 6 programs obtained better branch coverage with evolutionary testing. An interesting observation is also made when the results of branch coverage improvement and effort reduction are compared. It is seen that all 5 programs which had an improvement in branch coverage also has a reduction in effort using evolutionary testing.
So we can conclude this study is that Evolutionary testing does not only achieve better branch coverage than random testing, it also does it with less effort. This study provides evidence that evolutionary testing is a better technique for testing aspect oriented programs in comparison to random testing.
IX. THREATS TO VALIDITY
The threat to external validity primarily includes the degree to which the subject programs and testing techniques under study are representative of true practice. The AspectJ benchmarks are collected from the web and reused benchmarks used in the literature in testing and analyzing aspect oriented programming. Another threat is that the random testing test data has not been generated by us. We have used previously tested data by the researchers, so the validity of random testing data is under doubt.
A potential source of bias exists of a relatively large number of test subjects and branches were not used in the experiments. Another source of bias can be the result of not using a wide variety of programs. These threats were overcome by using as many test subjects as possible obtained form a variety of source. For the experiment concerning domain reduction, all test subjects which was possible to be tested have been used.
X. RELATED WORK
Quite a few approaches have been proposed for testing aspect oriented programs, which includes model checking, data flow and state based testing [4, 6] .
There exists neither previous approach to optimization of test data generation nor empirical result on advanced test data generation (beyond random testing) for AOP. This current lack of AOP test automation progress and the associated empirical paucity poses barriers to increased uptake and practical application of AOP techniques [9] . In 2002, model checking was first presented by G. Denaro and M.Monga, to verify various aspect properties appropriate for formal verification. Later a similar approach based on three valued model was proposed by H. Li, S. krishnamurthi and K. Fisler, which verified the features and interections as a result of weaving aspect oriented programs [2, 6] .
State based testing approach for aspect oriented programs where introduced in 2005 by D. Xu, W. Xu and K. Nygard. This involved using aspectual state model to record the effects of aspects on the state models of classes [4] .
JamlUnit was proposed by C.V.Videira and T. C. Ngo, as an aspect oriented extension of the Java unit testing framework called JUnit. It was specifically developed for Java Aspect Markup Language where aspects are represented using Java base classes and XML binder [5, 8] .
Dr. T. Xie introduces the Aspetcra framework for aiding in the automated testing of aspect oriented programs to reduce manual effort in testing [6] .
Other related work on the general area of testing aspect oriented programs include fault model for AOP [3, 4, 5, 13] , which could potentially be used to help assess the quality of the test data generated by our approach in addition to the aspectual branch coverage being used currently [45] .
XI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have introduced a novel approach to automated test data generation for AOP. This approach is based on evolutionary testing, which uses search based optimization to target hard to cover branches. This paper proposed a framework for testing aspect oriented programs automatically using existing object oriented testing tools, where aspectual branches of the program are identified and tested.
Another framework has been proposed based on this framework which enables to reduce the size of the input domain for evolutionary testing. The result of empirical study on several hundred search problems drawn from 10 AOP benchmark programs show that the evolutionary approach is capable of producing significantly better results than the current state of the art.
In future work we can extend the implementation tools for conducting more experiments to get more results on automated testing of aspect oriented programs. Our future plan is to develop other more advanced test data generation techniques such as mutation testing techniques. To apply mutation techniques first we have to identify the mutant operators for aspect oriented programs, then to develop a tool for empirical study about mutation testing. In this paper, empirical study based on branch coverage, so our future plan is to achieve other type of coverage in AOP systems like data flow coverage between aspect and base code.
